Osama (27 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Abitur

Languages

German - Business fluent (C1)
English - Business fluent (C1 / C2)
arabisch - Muttersprache

Height: 1.80 m
Clothing measurements
Clothing size: L
Experience
- Since Nov. 2018, I have been working as a working student in Sales & Promotions
at Sovendus GmbH on their new Project SCOUP. My job in sales was to convince
potential clients to join the new application as partners. In addition, I have been
working on planing and developing the promotion campaign, and training the
promotion team. - In late summer 2018, I worked for non-profit organisations as a
fundraiser. These were Plan International & UNO. - I have started face to face sales
and promotions with 24Agency and did jobs in a variety of events. - then I switched
later to Caluma. - My start was online social media promotions at eToro Ltd., in
which I was working on the new social trading platform eToro Openbook.
Recent Jobs & Reviews
Promoter für Rucksackpräsentationen
(1 day in Rosenheim for Adsolution GmbH)
Möbel auspacken und aufbauen
(1 day in Fahrenzha... for SvenForm Möbel GmbH)
Spülküche Spätdienst
(6 Days in Heilbronn for Investhotel Heilbronn GmbH Mercure Hote...)
Hosts & Hostessen für Fashion-Parade gesucht
(1 day in Pforzheim for Kollektiv K GmbH)
DB Weltkindertag 20.09.2019
(1 day in Schiffers... for Wunderbar Communications GmbH)
Ein/e Promoter/in für großen Wettspielanbieter gesucht
(2 Days in Pforzheim for ZECCO Sportkommunikation GmbH)
Rosenpromotion
(1 day in Neustadt for comma, GmbH & Co. KG)
Store Opening Baden-Baden
(1 day in Baden-Baden for RÜCKENWIND MARKENERLEBNIS GmbH)
Maskottchen Aktion in Ludwigsburg sucht DICH
(1 day in Ludwigsburg for Wolke Zwei Livekommunikation GmbH)
Eistee Verkostung bundesweit
(2 Days in Stuttgart for Pearl Promotion GmbH und Co.KG)
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